
The aim of this course is to prepare students involved in Electromagnetic 
Operations (EMO) to apply EMO thought processes and to learn procedures 
to better coordinate the effort in the spectrum with the stakeholders in the        
Electro-magnetic Environment (EME).
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WHY EMOC?

Due to the evolution of how NATO conducts allied operations 
and to emerging technologies, the focus for electronic warfare 
(EW) has shifted from spectrum and frequency management 
to electromagnetic operations (EMO) in the electromagnetic 
environment (EME). EMO consists of not only EW, but also several 
other disciplines which operate in the EME. EW is considered the 
combat discipline of EMO.
When acting as the operational commander for a joint operation 
the need to integrate and synchronize EMO in the JFHQ is 
essential. Recently observed best practice has been to either 
establish an Electromagnetic Battle Staff Centre (EMBC), EMO 
Working Group (EMOWG) or a SIGINT and EW operational 
centre (SEWOC), for the coordination of all EM-related activity. 
The chosen organisation will be the key role in bringing together 
HQ staff responsible for EM activities and operations to find 
a comprehensive and sustainable solution to enhance the 
exploitation of the EME.
Furthermore, experience gleaned from NATO operations and 
exercises, suggests that core competency in EMO is necessary 
for all front-line forces. An EMBC will provide the commander 
and all his staff with situational awareness, synchronization and 
coordination from the strategic to the tactical levels.

IDEA OF THE COURSE:
The core idea of the course is to introduce the students to the 
different constructs, boards and mechanisms that plan, coordinate, 
monitor and assesses EMO for joint purposes. This main idea is 
to be able to propose the best coordination mechanism you can 
establish and to choose those stakeholders that better fit into 
purpose, including Spectrum Management, Cyberspace, Space, 
(J)ISR, and their various  EM capabilities in achieving the joint 
commander’s operational objectives. The current approach to stove 
piping EM activities such as ISR sensors, data links, navigation, 
communications and EW does not readily enable these capabilities 
to work together or to contribute as much as they might. Moreover, 
they can also degrade, perhaps critically, the effectiveness of each 
other. More than coordination is needed; these capabilities must be 
directed in battle by a staff conversant with them and enabled to 
act decisively. In future, the effects of operations in the EME must 
be fully integrated into the battlespace.

ELECTRONIC WARFARE 
As the modern battlefield becomes more technologically sophisticated, forces 
continue to execute military operations in an increasingly complex EME. Therefore, 
commanders and staffs need to thoroughly understand and articulate how the 
electromagnetic environment affects their operations and how they can use friendly 
EW operations to gain an advantage. Thus, EW is the custodian of the spectrum 
and the EW community is to take the lead in coordination of the electromagnetic 
operations within the spectrum.

STAKEHOLDERS 
SPACE & NAVWAR

Space is highly competitive, congested and contested. Additionally, all nations depend on Space-based data, products 
and services, not only militarily, but also increasingly for civilian  activities. The protection of these capabilities goes 
beyond the limited cadre of Space professionals. The vulnerability of Space-based capabilities from environmental 
hazards to military threats requires a cross-domain approach to protect and exploit the Space environment. It is 
critical that we are prepared to conduct operations in a disrupted, denied or degraded environment and necessary to 
anticipate and manage risks before they arise.

CYBER

EW  is NOT the same as cyber warfare, but similarities exist between the two. EW and cyberspace operations are 
complementary and have potentially synergistic effects. There is no doubt that collaborative EW and cyberspace 
operations planning and execution offers substantial benefits over stovepipe activities. This course will try to make you  
understand and apply the synchronization and integration of both in the same entity.

SPECTRUM MANAGMENT

The EMS is a physics-based manoeuvre space essential to control the operational environment during operations. 
Information and data exchange between platforms and capabilities will at some point rely on the EMS. The EMS is a 
highly regulated and saturated natural resource transport. Conflict may take place in any or all of these environments 
either sequentially or simultaneously. Thus, management of own forces and resources is a major task.

SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE

Electronic Surveillance and SIGINT are complementary capabilities (just that differ on their C2). EW and SIGINT assets 
should also co-operate to the maximum extent possible to ensure the best support to the  Commander . The  NATO 
SIGINT & EW Operations Centre (SEWOC) coordinates SIGINT and EW resources. The theatre commander retains the 
decision on whether to establish a SEWOC or any other coordination mechanism (EMBC…). SEWOC is not the unique 
and magic solution with regards the coordination the effort within the EME but will aid understanding in building 
relationships amongst the different stakeholders involved in the EME. 
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